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Next to the Maksimir park, in a relaxing interior illed 
with memories and stories, experience The Roman 
Recipe pizza, interpreted by Duksa. Thin and crusty, 
covered with mild mozzarella, home made tomato 
sauce, extra-virgin olive oil and basil. Glass of wine, 
gentle sounds of jazz, blues or some evergreen, and 
a day becomes perfect.
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This restaurant is a konoba, or dalmatian-style 
tavern. It offers traditional cuisine Croatian cuisine. 
We recommend: Meat dishes as well as ish 
specialties. Special offer: Frogs, snails and eels 
were stored in the traditional way. The tavern is 
located behind St. Mark's Church.

Manzoku sushi is the irst sushi bar in Zagreb, opened 
in 2008. In the cozy atmosphere of our restaurant you 
can try many delicious sushi specialties, fresh and 
prepared right in front of you. Our experienced chefs 
always use gloves in their careful preparation of sushi. 
We give discount for larger quantities. 

DIDOV SAN
Traditional Restaurant

MANZOKU SUSHI
Sushi Bar

PIZZERIA DUKSA
Pizza & Coffee

Mletačka ulica 11
+385 1 4851154

www.konoba-didovsan.com

Gajeva 26
+385 1 4851 844

www.manzoku.com.hr
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Located in very centre of the city, Yellow Submarine 
opened its doors to real BBQ lovers offering unique 
experience of eating a tasty grilled food. To make and 
hand press the tastiest burger, we regularly visit our 
suppliers and we get our produce from the best local 
farms. Healthy & delicious. 

YELLOW SUBMARINE
BURGER Frankopanska 11

 +385 1 4831 500
www.ysburger.com
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„enjoy your food“ is our motto...ENJOY isn't just an 
ordinary food bar, this is the place where you can eat the 
best burger in town, delicious pizza, sandwiches or salad 
and exchange your money at the same time. So come 
here and it's for sure you will be satisied :)

ENJOY
Food Bar&
Exchange Office

Bakačeva 5
+385 1 4814810

www.foodbar-enjoy.com
WH: 8:00-00:00h
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Duknovićeva 4
+385 1 2334 556

www.duksa.hr

Located in the very centre of Zagreb, in Teslina Street, 
pizzeria Lira offers a romantic hideaway for enjoyment 
in tasteful food and good company. For more than a 
decade, our cozy interior and delicious pizzas have 
made Lira a renowned pizzeria and a must-eat place 
for all visitors of Zagreb.

 PIZZERIA LIRA Teslina 5
01/4823 222

Working Hours 08:00-23:00h 
Free delivery until 02:00 am
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If you ind yourself wandering through Ilica and looking 
to eat some traditional Croatian meals,visit Bistro Bas! 
Our location is on the popular British Square, away from 
the city hustle but still within all the happenings. If you 
don't feel like walking, no worry, our delivery service is 
open until 02:00 am!  

BISTRO BAS 
Pantovčak 2 (British Square)

01/4821 222
Working Hours 08:00-23:00h
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Potato house, a small restaurant in the centre of Zagreb 
that  specializes in soups and potatos from the owen 
with hot or cold illings. Indoor and outdoor seatings, 
Menu changes daily . 

Masarykova 19
+385 99 6945 599

www.potatohouse.hr

5 POTATO HOUSE
Soup&Potatoes

Hotel Antunović  Zagreb is a 4 star Hotel & Congress 
Center with the spa facilities and superb cuisine. A la 
carte Restaurant Argante offers traditional Croatian 
dishes as well as the self-service Restaurant Lucija. 
Vertigo Bar has a unique rotating dome and panoramic 
view from the 8th floor.

HOTEL  
ANTUNOVIĆ

Zagrebačka avenija 100a 
01/2041-121

www.hotelantunovic.com
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Friendly and relaxed atmosphere. Cozy, clean, safe, 
family run hostel, with 15 years tradition. Comfortable 
rooms and camp side,easy to ind, free: wi-i, parking, 
kitchen, lounge, nice garden, BBQ, all linen and towels 
provided. Close to ZOO, park-forest Maksimir, football 
stadium, small restaurants, shops.

RAVNICE YOUTH 
HOSTEL I Ravnice 38d

 +385 1 2332 325; 
www.ravnice-zagreb-hostel.com
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WHERE2STAY

Discover genuine handmade Croatian souvenirs from 
the Museum workshop. Using old skills and techniques, 
items from museum replicas to jewelry are crafted with 
care and tradition - a perfect combination of cultural 
heritage, traditional motifs, and ine quality.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
MUSEUM

Trg N.Š.Zrinskog 19
+385 1 48 73 000

 www.amz.hr

The oasis of creativity in the very centre of Zagreb. 
Experience the authentic Croatian design! Choose 
among unique and unusual souvenirs or decorative, 
useful and clothing gifts perfect for every occasion. 
Find your inspiration. The art is what keeps us together!

PETRAS ATELIER
Unique handmade 
art & jewelry

Đorđićeva 6
+385 98 229 399

FB „Petras“
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THINGS2SEE

Solana Nin „Story of salt“ is a unique Adriatic sea salt 
museum & souvenir shop few minutes from the main 
square. Here you can meet 1500 years old tradition, 
taste natural handmade products, and experience the 
life of the salt works. Come and enjoy in the Croatian 
authentic story of salt.

Radićeva 12
+385 1 487 6765
www.solananin.hr

WH: Mon-Fri 10-21h, Sat 10-16h

2 SOLANA NIN
Salt Museum Shop

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CALL:

+385 / 192   Police
+385 / 194   Ambulance
+385 / 193   Fire

Sandwich bar Bonita is located on two addresses; both 
are open every day until 02:00 am. We also have delivery 
within 500m of our fast foods. Come for a coffee, eat 
some of our numerous tasty sandwiches or enjoy our 
delicious pancakes. One thing is for sure – you will 
deinitely leave Bonita with a smile on your face! 

BONITA 
Fast Food &
Sandwich Bar

Zrinjevac 17,
Petar Preradović Square

(Flower Square)
01/481 3833
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In pleasant ambience of Casino Cezar You can have 
fun playing American Roulette, Caribbean Poker, 
Black Jack, Cezar Bonus Poker, slot machines and 
daily Texas Holdem poker tournaments which are 
the most visited in the city and with an extremely 
attractive cash prizes.

CASINO CEZAR
0-24h Hotel Westin, I.Kršnjavoga 1 

01/5545-271
www.casinocezar.com
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Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, we invite you to 
come and see why Admiral is a leader on Croatian market. 
                      /// Welcome drink is included!  /// 

ADMIRAL AUTOMAT CLUB 
Gajeva 1, Preradovićeva 1, Branimirova 3

Ilica 135, Av. Marina Držića 4, Heinzelova 8
Andrije Žaje 60, Prilaz V. Brajkovića 14

www.admiral.hr
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Wettpunkt is the biggest slot machine club in Croatia in 
which you can have fun, win jackpot or one of suprise 
gifts during all day and night. With wide selection 
of alcoholic and non alcoholic drinks you can relax, 
enjoy, watch all kind of sports in great environment of 
Wettpunkt's coffe and night club. Working hour never 
end's in Wettpunkt!

WETPUNKT
0-24h

Kneza Branimira 29
01/4686- 657

www.wettpunkt.hr
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One of our exchange ofices is located a few minutes’ 
walk from the main square Ban Jelačić in Teslina Street, 
in a passage of Pizzeria Lira. The second location is on 
the British square, on the address Pantovčak 2. Visit us 
every day from 08:00 to 20:00h.

EXCHANGE OFFICE
LIRA&BAS

LIRA (Teslina 5) 
 BAS (Pantovčak 2-British Square)

Working hours 08:00–20:00h
www.lira.com.hr
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A modern aquapark  just outside Zagreb takes you into 
a world of relaxation and pleasures, with  attractive 
swimming pools and various attractions for children and 
adults, an extensive wellness and spa program and superb 
gastronomic specialities from our restaurant. Only 25 
minutes from Zagreb(East). Ideal place for relaxing…

AQUAPARK ADAMOVEC 
D.Domjanića 39, Adamovec, +385 1 2043014

www.aquaparkadamovec.hr

CineStar Cinemas is the largest cinema chain in the region 
with state-of-the-art technology including IMAX, 4DX, 
eXtreme and Gold Class theaters. With 14 multiplexes in the 
region, Zagreb has the main 3, with all the premium formats in 
CineStar Arena IMAX. Enjoy the best new movies from around 
the world in their original language with Croatian subtitles – 
only our animated features are dubbed, all other ilms are not! 
And don't forget to try the best popcorn in the region.

CINESTAR CINEMAS www.blitz-cinestar.hr 
Branimir Centar, Avenue Mall, Arena Centar
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THINGS2DO

Laundry room is a self service laundry located in the 
center of Zagreb.You can use washing machines ,with 
load capacity of 8kg, 9kg or 18kg. Detergent softener 
and disinfectant are free. Drying machines have load 
capacity of 14kg. Free Wi-Fi, coffee machine and 
newspapers are at your disposal.

LAUNDRY ROOM  
 Berislavićeva 14; +385989084631

laundryroom@laundryroom.eu
www.laundryroom.eu 
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Did you know that in Zagreb you can become a secret agent 
with mission to save the world?! Or ight against the zombies? 
Roomescape Zagreb can give you this experience! It's an exciting 
new live game, designed for groups of 2 to 5 people. You are 
locked in a room and you have 60 minutes to ind hidden things, 
follow clues and solve the mystery using logic and team work. 
Feel excitement like never before! Book your term!

ROOMESCAPE
///ranked as No.1 activity 
in Zagreb /// by Tripadvisor

Kneza Mislava 15
 +385 95 844 18 25

zagreb.roomescape.hr
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City tours starting from 10eur per person!       
Private Day Trips starting from 80eur pp!        
Rated 2nd best tour in Zagreb by Tripadvisor! 
Check our offer on www.hellozagreb.com 
and www.kufer-travel.com.

HELLO ZAGREB DAY TOURS
www.hellozagreb.com

FB / Hello Zagreb
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This is probably the best wine bar and bistro in 
Zagreb. The owners are proud of homey atmosphere, 
beautiful terrace and interior design, one of the best 
Chefs in Zagreb and a broad selection of Croatian 
and world wines. Be sure to visit them in the evenings 
when they host musicians and DJs.

SHERRY'S WINES&BITES
Wine Bar Bistro Ilica 73 / in the yard

+385 91 250 77 12
www.sherrys.eu 
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Buzz bar is the friendliest bar in town situated in 
Preradoviceva 30 street. We are rock bar with relaxed, 
pleasant atmosphere with live music concerts every 
evening from tuesday to saturday. Great vibe, friendly 
people and cheap drinks for you to feel like home. 
Visit us ! Entrance is free !

BUZZ BAR
Preradovićeva 30
+385 911300012

buzz@buzzbar.hr; FB Buzz Bar Zagreb

2

The Loft Bar is situated in the heart of the city of 
Zagreb. In the famous Zagreb street Tkalčićeva/
Tkalča (street number 59). 
Our offer ranges from best Croatian coffe 
and rakia (domestic grapas) to best liquers, 
cocktails, cigarettes, vines, sparkling vines and 
champagne. You can enjoy our bevereges and 
order amazing turkish cuisine by Lokma from 
Istanbul.
We wanted to live up to our name so we created 
a place for you where you can spend time 
with us, in this cleverly designed place with an 
amazingly 'warm' feeling.

THE LOFT BAR

Tkalčićeva 59
+385 99 232 3202

FB / The Loft
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Bistro Šnicl, positioned on the top floor of cafe Johann 
Franck, is a place with exceptional ambiance and 
combination of traditional and modern interior. We offer 
traditional Croatian cuisine with seasonal character and 
menus of local flavors. One of the best Croatian chefs 
Mate Jankovic and his team prepare food in open kitchen 
and will gladly answer all inquiries about food preparation 
and present Croatian food culture to foreign and domestic 
guests.Reservations are advisable and required during 
weekend: +385 91 5377 12.
Johann Franck is a café, bistro, lounge bar and a night 
club. During the day, you can enjoy in Franck coffee - the 
best coffee in town, with a view of the main city square, 
eat delicious traditional Croatian food prepared by the 
best chefs in our bistro Šnicl and sip superb wine from all 
around Croatia. In the evening entertainment is guaranteed 
because we offer rich nightlife programs with various DJ 
and band performances, burlesque shows and parties.

JOHANN FRANCK 
Bistro Šnicl & Cafe bar

Ban Jelačić Square 9
+385 91 7838 153

www.franck.eu/johann-franck/
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Enjoy Croatian cheeses,  dalmatian prosciutto, istrian 
sausages and kulen, quality wines by the glass and 
homemade brandies. 
Cheese Bar is a place for peasant socializing, created 
to introduce you to original Croatian products. 
We offer 58 different types of spirits and liqueurs, 
60 wine labels and 30 types of cheeses. 

CHEESE BAR 
Wine&Cheese

Augusta Cesarca 2
091 888 8628  
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Situated in the heart of the city, art interior, simple 
and tasteful culinary concept with fresh ingredients 
from the local food market combined with quality 
Croatian wines by the glass and traditional grappa.
Friday or Saturday evening live music. 
We offer creative and tastefull  Brunch with Prosecco 
on Saturday from 11-17. Also suitable for groups.

WAVES DENIM
Restaurant&Bar

Mesnička 6
+385 1 4833380

www.wavesdenimbar.com

3

Visit our newly opened music shop and cafe Nova 
ploča. Enjoy the perfect combination of your 
favourite beverages and music in the very centre of 
Zagreb, Bogovićeva 5. The taste of music has a new 
name Nova ploča.

NOVA PLOČA
/Croatia Records
Cafe&Music Shop Bogovićeva 5

+385 1 4810 877 

7

Kim's Coffee is a unique charming coffee place 
situated in Petrova ulica, just 10 minutes walking 
distance from the city center. In its nicely decorated 
rooms you can enjoy different coffee specialities. 
There's also the possibility of having breakfast. 
A perfect place to relax and enjoy yourself. 

KIM'S CAFE Petrova 21
+385 1 4662 093
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A lounge bar with a wide selection of fresh natural 
juices and smoothies, as well as great coffee, Time 
transforms into a vibrant club during the night. Time 
is considered to be one of the hottest spots of Zagreb, 
not only on the nightclubbing scene but also because 
of our Asian-fusion restaurant.
 

TIME 
Bar&Restaurant Petrinjska 7

+385 1 4876 701
FB / Time Restaurant&Bar
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CAKES&ICE-CREAM

With almost 40 years of existence, Vincek has become the 
leading Croatian producer of pastries, cakes, ice cream, 
chestnut puree and other unique delicious desserts such 
as famous Zagreb custard slices (Zagrebačka kremšnita). 
Located close to the main square, for many became 
a must-visit destination during their stay. 
 

We offer various kinds of ice cream - milk, cream, ice 
cream, yogurt, fruit, light ice cream, and we are especially 
proud of ice creams prepared with fresh seasonal fruit, 
decorative toppings, cookies and other delicacies. 
In collaboration with the Emanuele Saracino offer a special 
range of ice cream cocktails and a choice of ice cream cups.

The Cookie Factory, known for its famous brownies 
with ice-cream, which includes varieties of hot and cold 
combinations, also offers fresh lemonades, smoothies, 
coffee, pies, cakes and other sweets in a unique interior. 
We' re open everyday from 9 am-10 pm, come in and 
check us out! See ya!

VINCEK
Pastry and Ice-cream Shop

MILLENIUM
Ice-cream

COOKIE 
FACTORY

Ilica 18
 +385 1 4833 612

www.vincek.com.hr

Bogovićeva 7
+385 1 4810 850

 www.slasticarnica-millennium.hr

Tkalčićeva 21
+385 99 4949 400

www.cookiefactory.hr
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www.hellocroatia.eu

/ Hello Zagreb

Darrer d.o.o.  
Ilica 107, 10000 Zagreb
M: 385 91 573 0798, 385 91 766 5479
E: prodaja@darrer.hr, darrer@net.hr

Advertise in next 
Hello Zagreb Edition!

Nakladnik: Sven Darrer; Urednik izdanja: Tea Bikić
Autor ilustracije na naslovnici: Tomo Vukas
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W www.centarcvjetni.hr  FB facebook.com/CentarCvjetni

ADDRESS Trg Petra Preradovića 6

11 11
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WHERE2EAT
1) YELLOW SUBMARINE
2) PIZZERIA DUKSA
3) DIDOV SAN 
4) MANZOKU SUSHI
5) POTATO HOUSE
6) ENJOY
7) PIZZERIA LIRA 
8) BISTRO BAS 
9) FAST FOOD BONITA

ICE-CREAM&CAKES
1) VINCEK 
2) MILLENIUM
3) COOKIE FACTORY 
4) KRAŠ

WHERE2DRINK&EAT
1) SHERRY'S WINES &BITES
2) BUZZ BAR 
3) WAVES DENIM 
4) JOHANN FRANCK
5) TIME BAR&RESTAURANT
6) THE LOFT BAR 
7) NOVA PLOČA 
8) CHEESE BAR 
9) KIM'S CAFE

THINGS2SEE
1) ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM
2) SOLANA NIN
3) PETRAS ATELIER 
4) LJETO NA STROSSU  
5) DELIIICIJE

WHERE2STAY
1) HOTEL ANTUNOVIĆ
2) RAVNICE YOUTH HOSTEL

THINGS2DO
1) AQUAPARK ADAMOVEC
2) LAUNDRY ROOM 
3) ROOMESCAPE 
4) CINESTAR CINEMAS
5) CASINO CEZAR
6) WETTPUNKT 
7) ADMIRAL 
8) HELLO ZAGREB DAY TOURS 
9) EXCHANGE OFFICE LIRA&BAS
10) DENTISTRY BALENOVIĆ
11) AURO DOMUS
12) CVJETNI
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Novi, moderan i multifunkcionalan prostora za održavanje 
prezentacija, promocija, seminara, sastanaka, radionica, 
izložbi i druženja. Mogućnost najma za razne namjene.
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Here you can ind our special discount coupons. Find your destination on the map, bring your coupons and use it! Enjoy Zagreb!


